
ARROW CROSS SERMONS

WITCH-HAMMER

Mic:5:12: And I will cut off witchcrafts out of thine hand; and thou shalt have no more soothsayers.

Na:3:4: Because of the multitude of the whoredoms of the wellfavoured harlot, the mistress of witchcrafts,
that selleth nations through her whoredoms, and families through her witchcrafts. 

Ex.22:18: Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.

So, my Aryan Brothers and Sisters, we have a particularly unpleasant and ugly topic to cover
today: WITCHES, more particularly, that brand of them known as Wiccans. 

Frankly, I would rather talk about more pleasant subjects, but the way in which Aryan women
are lining up like lambs to the slaughter in the Wiccan abbatoir means the topic can no longer
be avoided. 

WICCA: WARPED OR WICKED?

Wiccan witches claim Wicca means "wise one". Well, they would, wouldn't they? However,
the Oxford English Dictionary defines Wicca as, "twisted, bent, or warped". "Perverted" would
be an alternative translation. Or Wicca could just mean "wicked", as the jesus-is-lord website
claims!

Wicca is witchcraft.  There's no need to prettify  it  by calling it  "good" witchcraft  or "white"
witchcraft. These are just terms used by Wiccans to con gullible witchlings into believing that
what they are doing is not "evil". 

Wicca is not even "genuine" traditional witchcraft. It is not a survivor of "pre-Christian" religion
or anything like that. Wicca has nothing at all to do with ancient pagan religion. Nothing. It is
just lesbians and sodomites with their  snouts in the jewish money trough pretending that
they're doing it for "spiritual" reasons. Wicca is an excuse for EVIL.

It is a 20th century fraud. Wicca was invented by Freemasons and Jews, then other sects of
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it were randomly thought up by a miscellany of vindictive feminists, man-haters and perverts.
These degenerates  allied themselves to  Jews,  Sodomites and other  satanic  minorities  in
order to benefit from "anti-discrimination" legislation provided by our corrupt Talmudic legal
system, and in order to gain official status for their deviant pseudo-religion. 

You feel that's a harsh summary? We'll see...

First, some Wiccan generalities. 

Wicca has a polytheistic world-view; mostly a god-goddess pair, but always with "woman on
top" to accord with feminist lies and to "compensate" for the “evils” of patriarchal religions
such  as  Christianity,  Islam and  so  on.  In  practice,  despite  any  pretense  of  male-female
“balance”  most  varieties of  Wicca  are “Goddess”  dominated,  with female Wiccan  witches
greatly outnumbering the male variety. The Horned God is somehow always "eclipsed" in
typical Wicca - feminist witches are so busy eulogizing the Earth Mother that Satan hardly
gets a mention (at least in the early stages) - he's too busy out and about "hunting" in his
"furs" to provide for the "nurturing" goddess, as we shall see...

However, some variants of Wicca (Dianic Wicca, for example) omit God entirely, and claim
the Goddess is the only creative source, and that by contrast (since there is no God) men are
entirely responsible for all evil and destruction. Men are “evil”, women are “good”, according
to this cult. Dianic Wiccans seek to destroy men, in accordance with their negation of God. 

Many other Wiccans are likewise militantly feminist, man-hating, anti-Christian and politically
Communist; although there must be a few exceptions (not that I  have come across any).
Most  are lesbian  or  pro-lesbian  (with male  homosexuals  being far  more  acceptable  to  a
Wiccan than an evil threatening "hetero" potential rapist male).

It is no exaggeration to say that Wicca is the religion of choice for lesbians and feminists.

Wiccans  believe  the  assertion  that  intuitive  "feminine"  wisdom  is  superior  to  aggressive
"masculine" knowledge.  All  that  is required to qualify for  such feminine "wisdom" is being
stupid and female. No effort, learning, endeavour or discipline is ever required since these
are all "masculine" notions. 

It is easy to see that with values like this, Wicca has taken off like a rocket amongst stupid,
lazy, corrupt and ugly women. 

Despite this, Wiccans have the arrogance to call non-witches "cowans". This is a copy of the
expression "cows/ cattle" (goyim) used by Jews to refer to supposedly "inferior" non-Jews.

The  Wiccan  world-view has  strong  fake  ecological  overtones  (the  "fake"  nature  of  it  is
obvious when looking at the filthy garbage-strewn mess Wiccans make at their "festivals"). All
Wiccans make frequent use of "male" technology to make their lives more comfortable and to
give them the leisure to hate men. They claim to protect the earth from the depredations of
"evil men" and destructive "masculine" religions and systems such as Christianity or Science,
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while making every use of male wisdom and ingenuity for their security and safety. 

One example:  some Wiccans proudly display bumper  stickers that  say,  "In  Goddess We
Trust", while polluting the earth in their male-designed, male-built and male-serviced vehicles.

Many Wiccans have a false westernised view of reincarnation, with women never moving
backward to incarnate as animals (sows or bitches) or as hell-beings, just moving forward to
be reborn as "goddesses". 

Naturally,  if  you  ask  a  mother-earth-worshipping  Wiccan  a  question  about  the  earth  -  a
geological question, for example - the usual Wiccan blank stare of ignorance - or a violent
insult about "sexist male knowledge being worthless" - is the result. It is amazing how little
they know - or want to know - about the object of their worship. it's enough for them to believe
it's a "she" - then it "deserves" worship from the Wiccan hypocrite. 

Wiccans  mistakenly  assert  that  their  rites  benefit  humanity  and  the  earth  as  they  are
performed in honour of nature deities like Pan, Diana, Cernunnos etc. Ask a witch what those
deities are, what they do, the historical and mythological sources for those deities and the
Wiccan will give you the same blank stare of ignorance (the normal expression on Wiccan
faces). It's enough for them to believe that the demons they invoke are "nature deities" and
therefore "good". 

THE STARHAWK FANTASY

Perhaps the most popular book of the many about Wicca is The Spiral Dance: A Rebirth of
the  Ancient  Religion  of  the  Great  Goddess (1979),  a  best-selling  introduction  to  Wiccan
teachings and rituals written by Starhawk (née Miriam Simos, Jewess), a Witch (the term she
prefers) from California. 

Starhawk offers a grotesque summary of the fake history of Wicca, explaining that witchcraft
is "perhaps the oldest religion extant in the West"  and that it  began "more than thirty-five
thousand years ago," during the last Ice Age. The religion's earliest adherents worshipped
two deities, one of each sex: "the Mother Goddess, the birthgiver, who brings into existence
all  life,"  and the "Horned God,"  a male hunter  who died and was resurrected each year.
[Notice the feminist prejudice already present there: an eternal "life" giving goddess while the
inferior  male  god conveniently  "dies"  every year  -  why not  the  other  way around,  witch?
Animals hibernate, crops die... or was that too inconvenient for you, witch, so you had to twist
it into its opposite?]

Male shamans "dressed in skins and horns in identification with the God and the herds," but
priestesses "presided  naked,  embodying the  fertility  of  the  Goddess."  All  over  prehistoric
Europe people made images of  the Goddess,  sometimes showing her  giving birth  to  the
"Divine Child -- her consort [so incest is OK is it, witch?], son, and seed." 
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They knew her as a "triple Goddess" [no they didn't -  no-one has any idea what they "knew
her as" because it's prehistory and we have no information about  any of it, let alone about
any words or expressions they might have used especially because we don't even know what
language they spoke - you're making it up, witch!] practitioners today usually refer to her as
maiden,  mother,  crone -- but  fundamentally  they saw her  as one deity.  Each year these
prehistoric worshippers celebrated the seasonal cycles, which led to the "eight feasts of the
Wheel": the solstices, the equinoxes, and four festivals -- Imbolc (February 2, now coinciding
with the Christian feast of Candlemas), Beltane (May Day), Lammas or Lughnasad (in early
August), and Samhain (our Halloween).  [Celtic names chosen there for those festivals - so
how comes the Celts named those "ancient" festivals when they only turned up in Britain
about  thirty thousand years after this fake ice-age "religion" began? Starhawk is obviously
making it up as she goes along...]

Isa:5:14: Therefore hell hath enlarged herself, and opened her mouth without measure...

Starhawk should listen to the Bible and keep her mouth shut. It's prehistory. Therefore it isn't
history. That means there is not one shred of evidence - not  one - for any of the ridiculous
descriptions of "naked priestesses embodying fertility" or any other such nonsense. There is
NO evidence for any of it whatsoever. It's all MADE UP. It's a FRAUD.

Now, of course, if I just go ahead and state that Wicca is a fraud, a witch could object that we
biased Christians haven't bothered to look at any evidence. So, OK, let's have a little look at
where "Starhawk" got her fantasy from.

THE "GODDESS" HOAX

In European tradition up to the 19th century, Goddesses of nature were to be found in the
realm of literary allusion and classical learning. So, In John Keats's poem "Endymion", the
Greek goddess Diana presided generally over the woodlands and the moon. "Mother Earth"
became a popular  "literary" deity, without the slightest hint  of  any actual  ritual  or worship
anywhere, whether that ritual or worship was revivalist or traditional.

Then, in 1849 the German classicist Eduard Gerhard proposed, for the first time in modern
Western history,  that  all  the ancient  goddesses derived from a single  prehistoric  "mother
goddess" (Charlotte Allen: The Scholars and the Goddess, Atlantic Monthly; January 2001). 

He had no real evidence for this assertion. It was merely a supposition - if there were various
"goddesses" in ancient mythology, they must have "evolved" from an original "ur-goddess",
just as different languages evolve from an original "ancestor".

In 1861 the Swiss jurist and writer Johann Jakob Bachofen guessed that the earliest human
civilizations  were  matriarchies.  Bachofen's  theory  influenced  a  wide  range  of  thinkers,
including Jew-Communist Friedrich Engels, a generation of British intellectuals, and probably
Carl Jung.
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By the early 1900s scholars generally - and mistakenly - agreed that the great goddess and
earth mother had "reigned supreme" in ancient Mediterranean religions, and was toppled only
when barbarous, murderous and evil male-dominated tribes worshipping violent "father" gods
conquered the gentle,  peace-loving devotees of  the innocent "mother goddess" (Charlotte
Allen: ibid).

On what evidence did they claim this anti-male sexist fantasy as proper "history"?

In 1901 the British archaeologist Sir Arthur Evans excavated the Minoan palace at Knossos,
on Crete,  uncovering the  famous  colorful  frescoes of  bull  dancers  and figurines of  bare-
breasted women carrying snakes. During a subsequent period of  clearly Greek rule, such
pleasantries were absent.

From this scant evidence (yes, really!) Evans concluded that the Minoans, who preceded the
Zeus-venerating Greeks by several centuries, had worshipped the great goddess in her virgin
and mother aspects, along with a subordinate male god who was her son and consort (that
incest  fantasy  again  -  what's  wrong with  these  people?).  The  paternal  God-worshipping
Greeks had wrecked this Goddess-based utopia in the usual violent male manner (now we
know it was the eruption of the volcano Santorini (in other words Mother Earth herself) which
put paid to Minoan civilization - but that fact can just be ignored by the witch).

Not even a surviving myth to back it up. Just bare-breasted women with snakes.

It is as if a future archaeologist were to uncover a sex magazine from our time and conclude
that we were a "matriarchy worshipping the triple goddess with subordinate male gods" ....
They would not even be far wrong, given the current corrupt state of affairs.

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s archaeologists excavating Paleolithic and Neolithic sites in
Europe and even Pueblo Indian settlements in Arizona automatically proclaimed the female
figurines they found to be images of the "great goddess". Almost  any female image was a
goddess! No female image was ever just a "woman" or a "girl".

To justify this "all women are goddesses" assumption, archaeologists drew on the work of
late-nineteenth-century anthropologists.  An  erroneous belief  that  Stone Age peoples  (and
their  "primitive"  modern  counterparts)  did  not  realize  that  men  played  a  role  in  human
procreation was popular among many early British and American anthropologists (Charlotte
Allen: ibid). 

Men  were  thus  barely  relevant,  except  as  food-provider  worker-drones  for  the  Goddess-
Matriarch-Queen. 

Female fertility was an "awesome mystery", and women, as the  sole divine sources of the
mystery of procreation, were "highly honored" in comparison to useless men. Again, not a
shred of evidence, just random feminist assertions.
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"Subject  to  slight  variations,  this  story  is  the  basis  of  many  hugely  popular  Goddess
handbooks.  It  also  informs the  writings of  numerous  secular  feminists  --  Gloria  Steinem,
Marilyn  French,  Barbara  Ehrenreich,  Deirdre  English  --  to  whom the  ascendancy  of  "the
patriarchy"  or  the  systematic  terrorization  of  strong,  independent  women  by  means  of
witchcraft trials are historical givens. Moreover, elements of the story suffuse a broad swath
of the intellectual  and literary fabric of  the past  hundred years,  from James Frazer's The
Golden Bough and Robert Graves's The White Goddess to the novels of D. H. Lawrence,
from the writings of William Butler Yeats and T. S. Eliot to Jungian psychology and the widely
viewed 1988 public-television series The Power of Myth". Charlotte Allen, ibid.

But all this fantasy created by repressed academics was still about making up pseudo-history.
Wrong  as  they  were,  they  were  not  trying  to  create  a  new  religion  based  on  revivalist
Neolithic goddess-worship. That was left to a British Freemason couple.

FREEMASONIC WITCHES

Co-founder (with his wife) of Gardnerian Wicca, Gerald B. Gardner (1884-1964) wrote a book
in 1949 entitled, "High Magic's Aid". He wrote under his witch name "Scire". This  novel set
the tone for the myth of Wicca (or "Wica" as Gardner originally and absurdly spelled it).

The  Gardners  fraudulently  claimed  there  were  covens  of  witches  in  Britain  at  the  time
practicing a "pre-Christian" religion. This, they claimed, was called Wicca. 

"Gardner  seems  to  have  drawn on  the  work  of  two  people:  Charles  Godfrey  Leland,  a
nineteenth-century  amateur  American  folklorist  who  [wrongly]  professed  to  have  found  a
surviving  cult  of  the  goddess  Diana  in  Tuscany,  and  Margaret  Alice  Murray,  a  British
Egyptologist  who herself  drew on Leland's  ideas  and,  beginning in the  1920s,  created  a
detailed  framework  of  ritual  and  belief".  (Charlotte  Allen;  ibid).  The  Leland  book  is  now
generally agreed by scholars to have been a fraud.

"From  his  own  Freemasonic  experience  Gerald  Gardner  included  such  staples  as
blindfolding, initiation, secrecy, and "degrees" of priesthood. He incorporated various Masonic
paraphernalia, including wands, chalices, and the five-pointed star" (the same as the Satanic
pentagram except with points downwards).

So  reconstructed  Neolithic  pseudo-religion  provided  half  the  "theology"  for  this  con.  The
"Goddess"  hoax  in  all  its  main  elements  was  woven  together  with  the  Satano-Talmudic
imagery of Freemasonry. 

So, according to the Gardners, the gods of this "Old" Religion [dating all the way back to
1949]  were  a  Mother  Goddess  who  ruled  the  earth,  the  moon,  the  sea,  and  all  things
agricultural, procreative and nurturing. Her "secret" name (in their fake coven anyway) was
ARAYDA. There was also a Horned God who ruled the sun and hunting, who was variously
called Herne, Cernunnos or Pan (but as a male god was naturally far less important than the
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"creative, nurturing"  goddess).  Every witch since,  Starhawk included,  has bought  into  this
nonsense, all  based on Jewish-Freemasonic Satanism and the Neolithic "Goddess" hoax,
now completely discredited.

"It is now a matter of common knowledge that much of Gardner's story is fiction. Yet, most
witches  aren't  bothered  by  that.  Since  the  seventies,  many witches  wanted  to  be  totally
creative and make up their religion out of their heads--without trying to make any pretentious
claims about having "unbroken lines of power" back to medieval "Kings" of the witches. Most
Neo-pagan groups fall into this category. They are based on myths, fantasy or even science-
fiction stories." B. Schnoebelen: Wicca: Satan's Little White Lie.

The Gardners simply lied that their books were based on a study of an actual coven. They
had no coven. There were no witches for them to "study". They made it up. It's that simple. 

GARBAGE-DUMP WITCHES

And archaeologists continued to back up the fraud with their misinterpretations.

In 1958 a British archaeologist named James Mellaart made a major find: a 9,000-year-old
agricultural  settlement  that  once  housed  up to  10,000  people  at  Çatalhöyük,  one  of  the
largest of several mounds near the modern-day town of Konya, in southern Turkey. 

Mellaart unearthed a number of female figurines that he deemed to be representations of the
mother goddess. One was a headless female nude sitting on what appears to be a throne
and flanked by leopards, with a protuberant belly. 

The Çatalhöyük settlement  contained no fortifications,  and its houses were nearly all  the
same  size,  seemingly  implying  just  the  sort  of  nonviolent,  egalitarian  social  system  that
Goddess-worshippers believe prevailed. Çatalhöyük became the "Santiago de Compostela"
of the Goddess movement, with hundreds of pilgrims visiting the settlement annually.  The
"enthroned nude" is a revered Goddess-movement object of worship.

"Mellaart's conclusions were bolstered by the work of the late Marija Gimbutas, a Lithuanian-
born  archaeologist  who taught  at  the  University  of  California  at  Los  Angeles  until  1989.
Gimbutas specialized in the Neolithic Balkans. Like Mellaart, she tended to attach religious
meaning to the objects she uncovered; the results of her Balkan digs were published in 1974
under the title The Gods and Goddesses of Old Europe". (Charlotte Allen, ibid).

In 1982 Gimbutas reissued her book with the noteworthy title-change  The Goddesses and
Gods of Old Europe, as she had by then begun seeing representations of the Goddess, and
of female reproductive apparatus (wombs, Fallopian tubes, amniotic fluid), in a huge array of
Stone Age artifacts, anything and everything, even in abstractions such as spirals and dots. If
it was a line - it was a vagina. If  it  was a dot, it was a vagina. If it was a spiral, it was a
womb.... you get the picture!
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Basically, Gimbutas lost her critical faculties - her mind - completely in her desperate attempt
to find something - anything - to shore up the whole fraudulent edifice of ancient "Goddess-
worship".

In 1993 Ian Hodder,  a Stanford University archaeologist,  began re-excavating Çatalhöyük,
using up-to-date techniques.  Nothing his team found backed the feminist-communist utopia
imagined by Mellaart, Gimbutas and their witch-followers. 

Amongst other evidence, the team also discovered numerous human figurines of the male or
an indeterminate sex, and found that the favorite Çatalhöyük representation was not women
but animals. None of the art the team uncovered conclusively depicts copulation, childbirth or
fertility. 

Hodder, along with most archaeologists of his generation, endeavors to assess objects in the
context of where they were unearthed -- a dramatic change from the school of archaeology
that was in vogue at the time of Mellaart's and Gimbutas's excavations.  Hodder points out
that almost  all  the  female  figurines  at  Çatalhöyük  came  from  rubbish  heaps;  the
"enthroned" nude woman was found in a grain bin. "Very little in the context of the find
suggests that they were religious objects," Hodder says." (Charlotte Allen; ibid).

Furthermore,  excavations of  sites in Turkey, Greece,  and Southeastern Europe that  were
contemporaneous  with  the  Çatalhöyük  settlement  have  yielded  evidence  -  fortifications,
maces,  bones  bearing  dagger  marks  -  that  Stone  Age  Europe,  contrary  to  the  fantasy
"Goddess" narrative, and predictably enough, saw plenty of violence.

So much for the Neolithic feminist-pacifist "Goddess" utopia as a basis for Wiccan practice.

Even a group of fantasy gamers ("Dungeons and Dragons" or the like) have more integrity
than Wiccans and a better chance of telling reality from fiction.

The scriptures have come to pass:

2 Tim 4:4: And they shall turn away their ears from the truth, and shall be turned unto fables. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF WITCHES

So every witch could participate in the new hobby of D.I.Y. Wiccan cult-creation. If the original
Gardnerian Wiccan cult was based on lies and fiction, if Gimbutas and her fellow feminist-
communist academics institutionalised the fiction, there was no stopping others joining the
feeding frenzy. 

Soon Wicca had many denominations. Some are large like the Alexandrian, Druidic, Welsh
Traditionalist, Nordic, Georgian, Dianic, and Church of Wicca. Others are as small as a single
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coven of  13.  They are ALL fake. Not one represents a genuine lineage transmitted from
ancient  times.  They are  all modern  movements.  All  of  them.  Even the partly Wiccanised
Mediterranean lineages (Hispanic/Basque etc). show no true continuity.

Here's  a  good  example  showing the  shallow triviality  of  Wiccan  "lineages":  the  so-called
Dianic branch of Wicca, a particularly evil cult. 

Dianic Wiccans justify their man-hate through a feminist misinterpretation of the Greek Diana
myth. The founder of Dianic Wicca, Z. Budapest (a fake name), is a Ruthenian Jewess with a
deep personal  hatred  of  men  dating  back  to  her  wartime  east  European  childhood.  The
"transmission" of witchcraft to her from her mother is a tale little short of pathetic, amounting
to seeing her mother making “voodoo” dolls in her childhood.... yes, Christians, that's all. On
that basis she made up a tradition of God-hating sexist Wiccan witchcraft to which feminists
and lesbians flock to this day. 

Eze:24:12: She hath wearied herself with lies, and her great scum went not forth out of her:
her scum shall be in the fire.

Many  Wiccans  claim  that  their  "ancient"  practices  have  been  preserved  in  the  Book  of
Shadows,  a  ritual  book  for  Wiccans.  There  is  no  evidence  for  any  part of  the  Book  of
Shadows predating 1910. The BOS was the result of a collaboration between Gerald Gardner
and the Satanist Aleister Crowley, (B. Schnoebelen p22). Crowley found inspiration for his
contributions to the BOS in Satanic grimoires from the medieval period ( e.g. the Talmudic
Key of Solomon), and not, of course, in any "goddess worship" texts. Satan's hoofprints are
again clearly visible all over Wicca.

And still  Wiccans dare make the lying, insulting claim that  their  fake Satanist-Freemason
religion predates the Bible!

"Nothing is older than the Kingdom of God. The eternal God is the Author and Finisher of His
kingdom. Nothing predates Him. From the days of Adam through the present day, God has
continuously built a spiritual house composed of living stones--men, women, boys and girls
(see I Peter 2:5, Ephesians 2:20-22, 2 Corinthians 6:16, I Corinthians 3:16, 6:19). These are
people  who  have believed  in  Him in  every  age,  have  exercised  faith  in  Him,  and  have
worshipped Him. God is a builder". (www.jesus-is-lord.com).

Eph. 2:19-22 Now therefore ye are no more strangers and foreigners, but fellow citizens with
the saints, and of the HOUSEHOLD of God; And are built upon the FOUNDATION of the
apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the CHIEF CORNER STONE; In whom all
the BUILDING fitly  FRAMED together  GROWETH unto  an  holy  TEMPLE in  the  Lord:  In
whom ye also are builded together for an HABITATION of God through the Spirit.

The fake Jew-Freemason concoction of  random pagan teachings called Wicca cannot be
compared to this firm foursquare structure of proper, true religion.

"Thus, Wicca was not an attack on Christianity, but was supposedly a much older religion
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whose gods were old when Yahweh of the Bible was in knee pants. According to Gardner,
witches worshipped naked (or "skyclad" as he preferred to call it) and were matriarchal..." B.
Schnoebelen, ibid.

Gardner stole the phrase skyclad from a sect of the Indian Jaina religion whose male ascetics
go naked. This is the origin of the absurd "nudity" issue which witches make so much fuss
over! It is of course completely improbable that any "ice-age" priestess "presided naked" over
rituals  in  the  freezing  temperatures  of  Northern  Europe!  The  "males"  in  "furs"  but  the
presiding priestess "naked"? Garbage!

So this committed and  entirely non-sexual  ascesis from these Indian Jaina devotees has
been perverted by deceitful Freemason witches into an excuse for female nakedness - how
thrilled  and  excited  the  Gardners  must  have  been  at  the  thought  of  all  those  Wiccans
cavorting  naked  on  their  fraudulent  say-so!  Throw  in  a  few  Dürer  engravings  of  naked
medieval witches - and you'll have every Wiccan witch stripping off at the slightest excuse.

The "sky-clad" Jainas are also naked on their high-altitude Himalayan pilgrimages, relying on
their devotion to protect them from the freezing temperatures. It would be interesting to see a
coven of English or American Wiccans try something similar. I predict frostbite, hypothermia
and  hospitalization  in  their  case  (hospitalization  in  a  hospital  run  by  male doctors,
incidentally...)

Many higher level witches understand that Wicca is a compilation of random myths; cobbled
together from a range of different cultures and religions; nevertheless, like Carl Jung, they
assume that myths have a life of their own and, even if they are not literally true, these myths
still have an archetypal power of sorts. 

Indeed myths may have this kind of power... this is true... but only within a particular tradition
that gives it  meaning. What  does an English or American Wiccan understand about,  say,
Polynesian  religion?  Nothing  at  all...  but  that  doesn't  stop  them  worshipping  Polynesian
godlings. But it is not even the myths themselves that Wiccans use for their worship, but their
own feminist self-justifying misinterpretations of them! So whatever Wicca claims about those
ancient myths is just feminist-marxist distortion anyway.

And worshipping (in the usual complete Wiccan ignorance) a Greek deity and an Egyptian
deity alongside that Polynesian deity doesn't bother the witch at all 

Even a Polynesian heathen priest needs a lifetime's study to understand and appreciate his
own mythology, but for a Wiccan...  a quick skim through some of Starhawk's drivel or the
Golden Bough is enough.

A perfect example is the Wiccan inclusion of the Hawaiian volcano goddess Pelee into some
of their rituals. This goddess was included just because she is female (since there clearly are
no Hawaiian volcanos in Wiccan Europe) - but the traditional placation of the goddess Pelee
by throwing women into the volcano as an offering is left out of the Wiccan version. This is
typical Wiccan hypocrisy. 
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John 2:21: no lie is of the truth.

Christian, could you imagine basing your life on Jew fairy stories from unholy-wood? 

Bewitched. I Dream of Jeannie. Sabrina. Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Charmed. Harry Potter...

Without Hollywood, many modern "witches" would probably never even have discovered their
fake  "ancient  creed".  But  if  Sarah  Michelle  Gellar  (Buffy)  and  her  lesbian  friends  say
witchcraft  is OK - then gullible women will continue to flock to it,  just as they flock to the
Jewish Qabbala because Madonna says it's OK.

According to the Bible, there is no such thing as a good witch. Hence ALL witches are wicked
including ignorant  teen  TV  witch-actress-traitors  who  encourage  Christian  children  into
Satanism.

If Hollywood Jews and Wiccans tell you that Wiccan witches are "good" while they continue
to promote Satanism and disrespect both men and God, who are you going to believe - them
or your Bible? 

Just because Wiccans gather herbs and dance naked in the moonlight doesn't mean they are
good. Just because Wiccans worship the Great Mother and are "into" the earth don't mean
that they are good or even harmless. The road to Hell is paved with "good" intentions.

SATANIST WITCHES

According to former Wiccan High Priest, Bill Schnoebelen, the serious practitioner of Wicca
will find herself going deeper, eventually into the direct worship of Satan. It is the inevitable
conclusion of Wiccan worship, regardless of the lesser demons the ignorant witch worships at
the beginning of her descent into evil.

Why would Wiccan witches worship Satan? Because he offers witches what they want!

Crowley's Satanist creed: "Do what thou wilt shalt be the whole of the law"
Wiccan rede (motto/creed): "An' it harm none, Do what thou will." 

It is the same thing. Do what you feel like doing. 

Note the fake ancient  an' in the Wiccan version. This is typical Gardner, who always used
fake Old English wherever possible: 'tis, ere, etc. 

"An it harm none" doesn't apply to not harming men or Christians, of course, who may be
harmed at any time for any reason or no reason at all. This is a fundamental principle of
Dianic Wicca and is found in many other branches. 
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Wiccans constantly use their "magic" against those whom they personally dislike, and break
the principle of their own "rede" continuously. But that's OK because ..."do what thou wilt" ....
and that includes breaking the "rede", if you want to!

And since  any invocation of  Satan and his demons harms everyone,  nature included,  the
Wiccan Rede is not only a justification for evil, but also a LIE. The Satanist creed of Crowley
is at least honest in its open advocacy of wilful evil. 

Witches,  by contrast,  pretend to do “good”  while harming EVERYONE, mother  earth and
themselves included. Many witches will only discover the penalty for this betrayal in HELL.

The only true proper "rede" can be "do whatever possible to help others even if you don't
want to" - the exact opposite of the Wiccan creed of selfish opportunism and greed.

When a witch won't believe the word of God, God will give the witch over to the delusion that
she should believe a lie, harm others and help only herself. 

So such fools will get into Wicca and harm others until it drives them mad or kills them. They
would rather go mad or die than submit  to Jesus. But that's OK. If  witches don't  want to
submit to Jesus, they can submit in Hell to Satan himself. 

Clearly, as compassionate Christians, we would prefer it if witches saved themselves through
submission to Jesus, but if they won't submit, that's fine by us. 

However, not one witch will be able to say: "I didn't know.... no-one warned me that hellfire
was REAL!" 

It's real all right:

Prov:5:5: Her feet go down to death; her steps take hold on hell.

Prov:7:27: Her house is the way to hell, going down to the chambers of death. 

Isa:14:15: Yet thou shalt be brought down to hell, to the sides of the pit.

We warned you, witch! God warned you. Jesus warned you. The Bible warned you.

When witches see it, they'll want to get out of the pit . But they won't be able to by invoking
Satan or Hecate or their demons. They are already in the pit waiting....

The only way out is to bow to Jesus. Witches either do that right now or they are on their way
to the lake of fire. This isn't a threat, just a statement of fact. They may not like that fact, but it
stays a fact whether they like it or not. They can try not believing in Hell... but the first touch
of the flame will change their mistaken opinion, I assure you.
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Even heretical  pagan religions warned stupid Wiccans about this.  The very religions from
which  Wiccans  steal  their  gods  and  goddesses  know  this!  You  think  an  ancient  Greek
priestess ever invoked Hecate as ignorantly and carelessly as a modern witch reading a fake
invokation out of a fake "Book of Shadows"? They would not have dared!

Even Muslims and Hindus know this truth.  Even African tribes and  Australian Aboriginals
know of the evil witches do and take action against them accordingly! Everyone knows about
the evil witches do and about the hellfire that awaits them for their manifold sins.

Everyone knows playing with  fire  is  dangerous  except foolish,  degenerate,  corrupt,  base
western witches. 

But witches might say, "we are not only goddess-worshippers, but we love the horned god as
well....our devotion to him is as valid as any “biased” Christian worship of God"

No it isn't. SATAN HATES YOU, just like he hates everybody and everything else. It doesn't
matter how much you try to love Satan, you'll only get hate in return. That's why you'll never
be content and you will sink deeper into debauchery, evil, despair and madness. And then
you'll belong to Satan, witch! Satan only hates you in return for your misguided devotion. He
can't love you. He's Satan. He hates. That's what he does. That's all he does.

Those witches recognizing the error of their ways and humbly seeking the truth will come to
Jesus and He will cleanse them from their filthy Wiccan perversions and permit them entry
into His Father's kingdom.

1Pe:5:7 Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you

By contrast sow-witches wallowing in pride want to hear Satan say: "Do whatever you feel
like doing, witches!" 

Thus  deluded,  they  permit  themselves  any  sin:  murder,  theft,  fornication,  whoredom,
abortion, child abuse, lasciviousness, drunkenness, greed, selfishness, necromancy, cursing
men, slandering Jesus and insulting God. In their faces, minds and deeds, the workings of
evil are clear for all to see. Witches are ugly in body, soul and deed. That's how Satan likes
his human torches - ugly and evil.

"But" some Wiccan witch may protest, "I don't worship Satan. How can I worship Satan if I
don't believe he exists?" 

If you aren't serving Jesus, you're serving Satan. 

A bit of judicious renaming - call Satan Pan or Cernunnos or something else - and lo and
behold! every ignorant witch-slave believes the disguise. Whether the witch "believes" in a
specific entity called "Satan" is not the issue. 

Do you really think, witch, that you are important enough to Satan for him to tell you his real
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name? Do you really believe you matter enough to the Evil One for him to reveal his true face
to you, TV witch? 

"But" another Wiccan may protest "we worship the Goddess... we have nothing to do with
evil male deities any more than we have anything to do with evil men". 

So a simple sex-change to demonesses like Hecate or Kali, and again, it is Satan behind the
mask.  He  has  many  faces  and  forms,  and  many  of  those  reflect  the  faces  of  witches
themselves. Just because it's "female" doesn't mean it's "good".

As the Wiccan progresses, she is told to "embrace" the dark side of her nature (the Bible
calls it sin) just as the goddess "went down to" the Lord of Death. 

Starhawk, leading "thinker" of the Wiccan movement that she is, writes:

"The depths of our beings are not all sunlit; to see clearly we must be able to dive into the
dark, inner abyss and acknowledge the creatures we may find there". p. 31

You know what, Starhawk? I don't believe you have ever really looked into the abyss yourself.
You are just pretending to have done so. If you had done so, you would have wet yourself in
terror and fled to the security of the nearest Church. I'll tell you what kind of creatures you'll
find  in  the  abyss:  DEMONS!  She  won't  call  them  by name,  but  I  will.  DEMONS led  by
SATAN. But that doesn't bother "Starhag": She can "think" her way out of that one using the
usual Wiccan insult and total disrespect to the God of the Bible:

"Satan is a Biblical myth, and a slander on the true god of light, Lucifer" p. 38 

Which just goes to prove she never looked into the "depths" of her being at all!

And she doesn't even understand the difference between Satan and Lucifer. 

When witches burn for their sins in Hell, they are a burnt offering to their master Satan. Not
what they expected, but Satan claims his own ... and as they burn, truly witches become
"luci-fer", "bearers of light".

"Lucifer" also means a "match", just in case you didn't know.

Here's some more of Starhawk's blasphemies:

"With the institutionaliation of "Christianity" in the fourth century all the true secrets of Jesus
[that He was a witch with a coven of 12] had been destroyed and that the true, older religion
of Wicca had been driven underground..[Poor Wicca, oppressed by those mean Christians
though it didn't even exist at the time...]  Lucifer (often known as Bel, Lugh, Herne, Faunus,
Pan or Cernunnos) was the true God and that Satan was a boogy-man manufactured by
Christians". 
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“...Satan was a boogy-man manufactured by Christians". I am sure you will agree that this is
a perfect case of wishful thinking on the part of witches. 

But there's so much historical, religious and cultural stupidity in the Wiccan attempt to rewrite
history it would take pages to correct. In short, ignorant witches ought to start by visiting a
good library to get accurate information instead of associating with demons in return for lies.
But let's stick with the Satanism issue for a moment.

Because Wicca is a trivial, evil and stupid 20th century feminist-communist money-making
fraud thought up by Freemasons and Jews, it is therefore SATANIC. 

Satanism isn't just about stupid witches performing "satanic" rituals. Satanism can even exist
without  any  religion  or  ritual  being  present  at  all.  Satanism  is  the  absence  of  God,  the
absence of  good,  the  absence of  truth.  Communism is  one example,  tens  of  millions  of
Christian victims the proof.

So Wicca is evil, even without its many rituals, all of which are designed to distract the witch
from the underlying Satanism: bathing in streams and celebrating the equinox naked under
the stars; dancing around naked under the moon [join a nudist club if you really need to inflict
the spectacle of your nakedness on others], circle dances and circle ceremonies [any "rave"
does  it  better  with  better  music  and  better  company] sabbats,  qabalism [admitting
commonality  with  the  Satanic  Jew]. ceremonial  magic,  ritual  sex  on  solemn  occasions,
whipping one another (ie. the men) ceremonially to purify and "raise power"  [all Crowleyite
Satanism; incidentally, there are plenty of sex-clubs providing these services for perverts and
sodomites without the added ritual hypocrisy -but Wicca would have a lot less appeal if  it
didn't include these "rituals". Makes it all so exciting for the bored urbanized witch... so much
more interesting than sitting in Church listening to the truth]. 

Indeed, this preacher has more respect for sincere whores, perverts and "ravers" than for
hypocrite Wiccan witches who LIE that what they do is for religion.

De 18:10 There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to
pass through the fire, or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an enchanter, or a
witch. 

18:11 Or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a necromancer. 

18:12 For all that do these things are an abomination unto the LORD: and BECAUSE OF
these abominations the LORD thy God doth drive them out from before thee. 

18:13 Thou shalt be perfect with the LORD thy God. 
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THE WITCHES' HOLOHOAX

Let us not forget, of course, the old standby Biblical "justification" for witch-murder:

Ex:22:18: Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live.

This  statement  apparently justified the murder of  "millions"  of  innocent  women during the
medieval  "witch  persecutions".  Since  these  "witch-burnings"  are  a  primary  piece  of  anti-
Christian propaganda used to lure witches into God-hatred and contempt for the Bible, for
Jesus and for men in general, it's worth spending a moment on the subject. 

Predictably enough, the Wiccan "witch murder" accusation turns out to be another hoax.

"Historians have overturned another basic Wiccan assumption: that the group has a history of
persecution exceeding even that  of  the Jews [...yawn!].  The figure Starhawk cited -- nine
million  executed  over  four  centuries  --  derives  from  a  late-eighteenth-century  German
historian;  it  was picked  up  and disseminated a hundred  years  later  by  a  British feminist
named Matilda Gage and quickly became Wiccan gospel (Gardner himself coined the phrase
"the Burning Times")". 

"Most scholars today believe that the actual number of executions is in the neighborhood of
40,000. The most thorough recent study of  historical  witchcraft  is Witches and Neighbors
(1996), by Robin Briggs, a historian at Oxford University. Briggs pored over the documents of
European witch trials and concluded that most of them took place during a relatively short
period, 1550 to 1630, and were largely confined to parts of present-day France, Switzerland,
and  Germany  that  were  already  racked  by  the  religious  and  political  turmoil  of  the
Reformation. The accused witches, far from including a large number of independent-minded
women,  were mostly  poor  and unpopular.  Their  accusers  were typically  ordinary citizens
(mostly other  women),  not clerical  or  secular  authorities.  In fact,  the  authorities  generally
disliked trying witchcraft cases and acquitted more than half of all defendants".

"Briggs also discovered that  none of the accused witches who were found guilty and put to
death had been charged specifically with practicing a pagan religion". Charlotte Allen, ibid.

Nine million over 400 years down to 40 000 ... rather similar to the current ongoing decline in
the fake "six million" dead Jews figure.  That's a hundred witches a year on average... a far
cry from the "Burning Times" holohoax propaganda of the rabid anti-Christian Wiccan, and
probably far  less than the number of  victims poisoned or otherwise murdered by witches
themselves. For example, condemned Hungarian witch Elizabeth Báthory was credited with
over six hundred ritual murders of  young women - and the Inquisition didn't  even burn or
execute her. Indeed, by far the commonest punishment for medieval witches was banishment
from their community.

But even those few witch-burnings that did regrettably take place were the fulfilment of  a
Satanist manifesto. The Bible unjustly gets the blame for Satan's evil seduction of witches
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into the agony of fire. Satan demands his burnt offering, the Bible warns witches of it... and
yet they persisted in their Judeo-Satanic invocations and opened the gates of Hell itself - as
they found to their pain and destruction.

Abandonment of spiritual principles, Biblical neglect and invocation of Satan has led in our
times to the genocidal evil of atheist Judeo-Satanic Communism, for example. 

It  has  led  to  the  current  global  domination  of  ZOG genocidal  tyranny which  aims at  the
complete eradication of YOU and your children, my non-Jewish friends!

Mic:3:10: They build up Zion with blood, and Jerusalem with iniquity.

And yet the Bible gets the blame for being "evil" and calling for witch-burnings! The Talmudic-
Jewish Bush Administration ritually rapes and murders children as sacrifices to Satan while
bombing and burning the enemies of Jews, and yet Wiccans run to it for legal protection as a
"minority",  along  with  other  degenerates:  Homosexuals,  Jews  and  the  like!  That  truly is
worship of Satan!

They perform this treason for protection against us! Indeed the world has been turned upside
down, my Aryan friends! 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE WICCAN LIE

1Sa:15:23:  For  rebellion  is  as  the  sin  of  witchcraft,  and  stubbornness  is  as  iniquity  and
idolatry. Because thou hast rejected the word of the LORD, he hath also rejected thee from
being king.

...which  is  why  the  once-proud  formerly  Christian  USA  now  has  a  fraudulently-elected
criminal genocidal Satanic-Talmudic Government.

2Ki:9:22: And it came to pass, when Joram saw Jehu, that he said, Is it peace, Jehu?  And
he  answered,  What  peace,  so  long  as  the  whoredoms  of  thy  mother  Jezebel  and  her
witchcrafts are so many?

While Aryan women betray their race, their menfolk and their families by worshipping Satan,
the Jew-god of the Talmud, and his earthly Jew-Freemason representatives, indeed there
can be no "peace"....

2Ch:33:6: And he caused his children to pass through the fire in the valley of  the son of
Hinnom: also he observed times, and used enchantments,  and used witchcraft,  and dealt
with a familiar spirit, and with wizards: he wrought much evil in the sight of the LORD, to
provoke him to anger.

Wiccans are all too eager to corrupt their children away from Christianity into Satanism. They
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have even managed to have Wicca officially recognized as a "religion" alongside Christianity,
to be given equal status in schools, colleges, the Army and other organizations! 

Yes, incredibly enough, this has actually come to pass! Here's a description of a Satanist
Wiccan ritual on a US Army base:

"Dressed in a green robe with a dagger at his side, a barefoot Andre Cunningham bows his
head, crosses his arms and invokes the name of the Horned God. ''Witness our rites and
bless our magic,''  he calls out. Before him is an altar covered with a black cloth, candles,
incense and salt crystals.

Cunningham is a witch. He is also an Army second lieutenant stationed at Fort Bragg. He is
23 and is in the 51st Signal Battalion. Cunningham is the high priest in the Coven of the
Dragon Warriors,  a group of Army witches who want Fort Bragg to allow Wiccan worship
services and study groups on post.
....
There are about 10,000 pagans in the military and an estimated 200 to 400 at Fort Bragg,
according to the Military Pagan Network, an international support group for military pagans
that is based in Columbia, Md.

The Wiccans say they are good soldiers and patriotic Americans. ''But we change God bless
America to goddess bless America,'' said Laurie MacNeill, a former Army sergeant and the
coven's high priestess. Members of the Coven of the Dragon Warriors, which named itself
after the 18th Airborne Corps' symbol, the dragon, say they have no place to worship off post.
....The Wiccans say they have just as much right to worship on the 42,000-soldier post as do
Christians, Jews and Muslims....Although Wicca is a religion recognized by federal courts, as
well as by the military, Fort Bragg's Wiccans say many worship in hiding, fearing persecution
from others and reprimands from their superiors. 

''They  are  too  afraid  of  their  commanders,''  said  MacNeill,  who left  the  Roman  Catholic
church 15 years ago to become a witch. ''There is a lot of fear. Wiccans want to change that.
They also want other Wiccans to feel comfortable coming out of the broom closet," MacNeill
said. Coven members say they want to be a sanctioned group on post so they can aid other
military  pagans  and  act  as  a  resource  for  chaplains  who  have  questions  about  pagan
soldiers'  religious accommodations.(Tanya  S.  Biank:  Wiccans  seek  place  on  Fort  Bragg,
Fayetteville Online, August 8, 1999). 

How much more provocation are we supposed to take, my Aryan Christian friends?

No-one should join or serve in the US Military until equal status as a religion for the
Wiccan cult is withdrawn. 

No Christian may serve in a Satanic organization. 

How can any Christian serve without  corrupting his own soul and endangering his family,
community, comrades and country? Could God support a military dedicated to Satan? Never!
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Therefore the US Military (and all associated NATO forces) are condemned to defeat until
they stop this foolishness and regain their Christian self-respect. Ban Wicca immediately and
arrest all Wiccans as a threat to national security.

Mic:5:12:  And  I  will  cut  off  witchcrafts  out  of  thine  hand;  and  thou  shalt  have  no  more
soothsayers:

Na:3:4: Because of the multitude of the whoredoms of the wellfavoured harlot, the mistress of
witchcrafts, that selleth nations through her whoredoms, and families through her witchcrafts. 

"Selleth nations" to the Talmudic Ashkenazi Khazar Jew bankers! And sell their children to
Jews  and  Freemasons  for  rape  and  murder.  That's  the  inevitable  consequence  of  any
involvement in Wicca.

Anything to undermine God and his good works – and they even take pride in their evil.

I went to jesus is lord .com and I saw your photos on abortions.......WAY COOL , I myself am
a witch  and  a lesbian.  I  also  had an abortion  but  my dead  fetus  didn't  look  like  that  (I
WISH).... you see when I saw the pictures I really had no emotion about it well I had one and
that was pride...you see I do worship the dark goddess and I do offerings to her to allow more
abortion to happen..for you see the only good child is a dead child..... I get more emotional
when I see animals die in a slaughter house....oh yeah....I'm vegan also. but when you try to
scare us with these stupid pictures...well...they don't work...A real witch would not even bat
an eye over it because we know what true evil is....and thats you christians...yeah what a
surprise....anyway just wanted to let you know I enjoyed the photos and I might buy some to
display  on  my  wall.....hay,  a  visal  image  when  I  pray  to  the  goddess.....good  idea
indarkness2ever,  witch lynda 

The Bible says that the conscience of witches is seared with a hot iron. 

1Tm 4:2  speaking lies in hypocrisy having their conscience seared with a hot iron.

That  means  their  conscience doesn't  work anymore.  They are  PAST feeling.  They even
enjoy making their evil known as a deliberate insult to Christians.

This is not an isolated case. How could it be? The Satanist child-sacrificing perversions of the
current  Bush  Administration,  of  Talmudic  Jews  and  of  ranking  Freemasons  provide  the
background for Wiccan deviance. 

Jews and  Freemasons  created  Wicca  in  order  to  undermine  Aryan male  power  through
corrupting women into a Talmudic-Jewish agenda of evil centred upon the sacrifice (literal or
metaphorical) of their own children and themselves to Satan. 

Wiccan-Satanist mockery of Christianity ends here and now.
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Isa:47:14: Behold, they shall be as stubble; the fire shall burn them; they shall not deliver
themselves from the power of the flame.

The  current  security  of  Wicca  and  related  types  of  perversion  depends  entirely on  the
protection  provided  by  our  criminally-corrupt  judeo-satanic  legal  and  political  institutions.
When these collapse - as they inevitably will - witches will no longer be protected. Then they
will be exposed to an extreme of despair.
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